An approach to study universe simulators based on the idea of linear measurement standards variability is discussed. It permits us to develop free of contradictions simulators of the universe, describing the Hubble law and gravity as manifestations of linear measurement standards variability. The latter allows us to interpret gravity also as manifestation of reaction forces in the anisotropic medium thus giving us a possibility to control gravity as well as conditions of experiments for its verification: the paper describes statement and results of our experiments which are based on the use of charged deployed capacitors and a high voltage for gravity control and for optimization of the experimental conditions.
Introduction
Any measurement in the natural sciences, such as geography, physics, chemistry, biology, geology, etc., is based on the use of measurement standards and it is generally accepted that the most important feature of any measurement standard is its stability: value of any measurement standard used must not be a function of time. Confidence in the stability of the measurement standards today is supported by successful applications of this paradigm in the natural sciences and in various technological processes in architecture, construction, mining, electronics, metallurgy, etc. One of the most important results of step by step usage of this approach in astronomy is in creation of the Standard Model. Its start can be considered in the seventeenth century, when Sir Isaac Newton (1667) published his famous equation of the gravitational interaction between the two physical bodies. Then after about 250 years, its development has resumed in the 20-th century.
Taking into account the Hubble Law, Einstein (1931) had to correct his theory, noting that it was possible, only if used by Hubble explanation of the redshift by the Doppler Effect was true. At the same time the Standard Model, which explains a lot of phenomena, seems to be not free of inherent contradictions and a number of works due to different reasons cast doubt on the basic concept of the Standard Model -expansion of the universe (Laviolette, 1986; Martinez-Vaquero et al, 2009; Marosi, 2013; Wetterich, 2013) . Some of these contradictions are listed below: the Hubble-Sandage paradox: composition of the Hubble Law and equal density of matter distribution in the universe if linear measurement standard is equal or exceeds 10 9 light years corresponds to the Friedman's results, but for the smaller linear measurement standards the distribution of matter in the universe is not uniform, whereas in these conditions Hubble's Law also holds, thus contradicting the results of Friedman; for the galaxies located at the distances not exceeding 2 -3 Mpc. from the Centre of the Local Neighborhood, velocities do not meet the Hubble Law; all attempts to simulate dark energy distribution explaining status quo for the distances not exceeding 4 Mpc from the Centre of the Local Neighborhood, failed (Martinez-Vaquero et al, 2009 ); equal density of matter distributed in the universe if linear measurement standard is equal or exceeds 10 9 light years contradicts the Big Bang idea.
A common feature of those sciences and technologies which successfully use models based on the constancy of measurement standards is a relatively short measurement time and the time of data transfer to the observer: negligibly small changes of measurement standards if they occur during comparatively short time intervals are found insignificant, thus reinforcing the opinion of the constancy of standards. But one of the specific features of astronomy is a prolonged data transfer time: negligibly small changes of measurement standards during a long data transfer time can result in significant deviations leading to the contradictions in the theories based on the measurement standards stability. That is why below is developed the approach which is based on the variability of linear measurement standards for new simulators of the universe, and, simultaneously, believed to be free of the above problems with the new explanation of two phenomena i.e. the Hubble law and gravitational interactions (Groppen, 2011 (Groppen, -2014 .
The Hubble Law as Manifestation of Linear Measurement Standards Shortening
Any result of measurement taken by an observer can be presented as a ratio with the actual value of the measured object in auxiliary units in the numerator and measurement standard value in the same auxiliary units in the denominator . Below we use this definition to determine the dependence of linear measurement standard on time. The classical formulation of the Hubble law: V=HL, where V is velocity of space object, H -the Hubble constant, L -distance fixed by an observer, due to the definition above can be transformed as follows:
where: R is distance value measured in auxiliary units; r is linear measurement standard value in the same units; t is the running time;
Keeping in mind variability of a linear measurement standard (1) can be transformed as follows:
As (3) is true for any value of R, it is also true if R is constant, thus permitting substitution of (4) by the following equation:
Solving (5) we get the following linear measurement standard -time relation:
where r0 is equal to value r if t = 0.
Below we use (6) to determine a distance between two points under two different conditions:  these points belong to the same solid body;  each point belongs to its "own" physical body. In the first case the shortest distance between any two points of a solid body can be used as a linear measurement standard, thus equation (5) reflects the following features of any solid body:
 linear dimensions of any solid body are exponentially decreasing functions of time;  as linear measurement standards change according to the same laws, as the measured objects, observers do not detect these changes directly.
In other words, an observer gets an illusion that the geometric parameters of physical bodies are constant.
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The time derivative of both sides of (6) allows us to transform (6) into (1), thus giving us an opportunity to explain the Hubble law not only with redshift, but also with the help of the exponential reduction of linear dimensions of solids. In other words the Hubble Law can be explained not only by the universe expansion, but, alternatively, by shortening of the linear measurement standard value. The latter, as opposed to the currently accepted Standard Model, results in a comparatively stable according to velocity/distance parameters universe.
Spontaneous Mass Loss by a Physical Body
Described above shrinking of any physical body can result either in mass loss by this body or in its mass stability. As mass "m" of any physical body can be presented as a product of this body ρ density and its V volume: m = ρ•V, intensity of this mass loss is determined as follows:
Below we assume that mass density of any physical body A is inseparably connected to its spontaneous mass emission towards the points nearest to A, in which the density is lower with the emission intensity towards φ direction depending on the difference of density at the surface of A body and in the near proximity to it in φ direction and in the first approximation true is the following equation:
where "q" is an unknown coefficient.
As any physical body can be used as a linear measurement standard, due to (6) true is the following equality:
Substituting (8) and (9) in (7) we have:
Solving (10) 
where m0 is equal to m if t = 0.
To determine coefficient "q" value below we describe the energy E of a photon in two different ways, the first one corresponding to the E energy -depletion interpretation of the "tired light cosmology" (Laviolette, 1986) , whereas the second one reflecting mass-energy relation:
System (12) and equation (11) combination results in q = 2H and in the following equation:
reflecting exponential mass loss by any physical body.
Gravity as a Sum of Reaction Forces
According to the above assumptions, shrinking of any physical body results in its' spontaneous mass loss. This mass loss in φ direction should lead to the forces of reaction proportional to the difference between the density at the surface of this body and in the near proximity to it in φ direction. It is easy to prove: if the space adjacent to such physical body is isotropic and this body does not experience any external effect, then the sum F of reaction forces in each unit of its surface s F is equal to zero (Groppen 2012) :
As opposed to a single material point in the isotropic medium, two losing mass material points A and B with masses mA and mB located at L distance from each, create anisotropic medium round each of them. Thus reaction force F in any of these points depends on two factors: on the mass flow from one point which reaches another point, and on the emitted mass of the latter. Using polynomial for F value modeling and keeping in mind that equality to zero of mass of any of these bodies according to (14) results in equality to zero of reactive force F, true is the following system:
In the first approximation, when the indices "i" and "j" do not exceed "1", keeping in mind (15), system (15) can be substituted by the following equation:
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Comparison of (16) with the Newton's gravity law permits us:
 to interpret gravitation as reaction forces imbalance caused by the physical objects mass loss in the anisotropic medium;  to determine the "k" coefficient value:
To determine the V velocity of the lost mass particles, Meshchersky equation can be used (Miele, 1962) :
where F is equal to the reaction force, coinciding with the force of gravitational interaction.
According to the experimental results shown below in the seventh paragraph the value of V is close to the velocity of light "c". To verify suggested above interpretation of the forces of gravitational interaction a series of experiments was made, which are described in Groppen ( -2014 . Due to low value of interaction forces fixed during these experiments the purpose of the experiments described below is optimization of geometry of deployed capacitors which are used for the control of gravity forces allowing to increase these forces.
Gravity Control Experiment Conditions
The main idea of gravity control below includes the following points (Groppen 2014) : distribution of energy of charged deployed capacitor which is referred below as a physical body "A" in the neighborhood above it; creation of mathematical model in which this energy is substituted by the physical body "B" with an equivalent mass i.e. force of the gravitational interaction of these bodies FL is directed opposite to the direction of the FE force of gravitational interaction of body "A" with the Earth therefore reducing the weight of "A" body (Fig. 1a) .
As mentioned above as body "A" samples and, simultaneously, generators of stored energy distributed above the upper surface of these samples during the experiments are used horizontally positioned deployed capacitors (Fig. 1b,c) connected to the high voltage power supply (Fig. 2,1 ). The energy EA above such "A" body is equal to:
where "CA" is the capacity of a charged "A" body-capacitor, "U" -power supply voltage.
Due to the relationship E = mc 2 the corresponding lifting body "A" force FL value in accordance with (19) is determined by the Law of gravity:
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where "γ" -gravitational constant, "L" -distance between the "A" and "B" bodies (Fig. 1a) .
a)
The directions of forces of interaction of "A" body with "B" body and with the Earth.
b)
The main features of the design of deployed capacitors used (the end view).
c)
The lifting force FL, acting on each plate of deployed capacitor "A", as a result of F1 and F4 forces of gravitational interaction of its parts with body B.
Fig. 1. Schemes of use, design and determination of lifting force of deployed capacitors
From (20) it follows that the lifting force FL depends on two parameters: on the energy of the capacitor and on the distance L. Dividing each cooper plate of deployed capacitor (Fig. 1b) on "n" strips of mass Δmi (i = 1, 2, …, n), it is easy to show that the lifting force FL is equal to:
where i L F -the lifting force generated by the i-th strip (at Fig. 1 , c value "n"=2, the ends of these strips are the segments "ab" and "bc".). The number and value of oppositely directed vectors F depends on the distance L and on angle α reflecting inclination of copper plates of a deployed capacitor with respect to the horizontal plane. According to (20) forces F1 and F4 values in Fig. 1c can be described as follows: 
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where all the components with index "1" correspond to the strip with end "bc", whereas the components with index "2" are associated with the strip end "ab".
It is easy to see that the lifting force F5 = F4•cosec(α) as well as force F4 increase with growth of angle α, but simultaneously opposite directed force F3 grows. Since the total lifting force FL is equal to a difference F5 -F3, this force also depends on the angle α. Thus this angle can be used as a tool to control the value of FL and the aim below is to determine conditions -voltage U and angle "α" values maximizing FL value, ceteris paribus.
F the weight of a capacitor before experiment whereas 1 e F -its weight during experiment when the electrodes on its surface are applied to voltage equal to U, it is easy to determine the value of lifting force FL:
Equipment, Experiments Statement and the Results Obtained
To verify the assumptions above a series of experiments was set up in which were used deployed capacitors each consisting of two broad copper strips on the upper side of ceramic plate (Fig. 1b,  Fig. 2 b) with capacity 3 -10 pf. depending on length of these strips and distance between them. During experiments capacity of each sample was determined by tester CM7115A allowing accuracy of measurements up to 0.1 PF (Fig. 2a, 3) , then each sample-capacitor was connected to the high voltage power supply IVNR-20/10 guarantying voltage range 1 -20 kV, power 200 wt. (Fig. 2a, 1) and installed on the cap of mechanical precision scale AB-200 with maximum weight equal to 200 gram and precision equal to 0.001 g (Fig. 2a, 2) . Vitaly Groppen / Journal of Modeling, Simulation, Identification, and Control (2015) Vol. 3 No. 1 pp. 1-12 9 The scheme of each experiment over deployed capacitor with fixed angle α of copper plates includes the following steps: 4. Equation (24) is used for lifting force FL determination.
Optimal geometry design for each deployed capacitor below means determination of voltage and angle α, maximizing lifting force FL. It includes the following stages:
1. For each capacitor with fixed i-th value of the angle α, coefficients of polynomial, describing dependence of force FL value on voltage U are determined:
2. For each j-th coefficient of polynomial (25) Below the first step of this technology of optimal deployed capacitors design is illustrated for the sample with weight equal to 78.1 gram and capacity C = 3.9 pF. The experimental dependences reflected by the second-order polynomials of system (27) At this stage the mean relative deviation of lifting force experimental and analytical values does not exceed 25%. In the second step, the least squares method and system of equations (27) 
At the third step from (29) it follows that the optimum value of α depends on voltage value: if U value exceeds 15 kV, then angle αopt maximizing FL value exceeds zero ceteris paribus (Fig. 3,a) , whereas the dependence of lifting force on the voltage if α = αopt was almost linear (Fig. 3, b) . During the experiments in some cases, the use of the optimum angle α value resulted in doubling of the lifting force.
Conclusions
The above analyses and experimental data lead to the following five conclusions:
The Hubble Law can be interpreted as a reflection of a comparatively stable universe according to velocity/distance parameters, whereas used by an observer linear measurement standards are Vitaly Groppen / Journal of Modeling, Simulation, Identification, and Control (2015) Vol. 3 No. 1 pp. 1-12 11 exponentially shortening with time; spontaneous mass loss by physical bodies can also be explained by the exponential reduction of linear measurement standard in time; charged deployed capacitors can be used to control the forces of gravitational interaction; optimal geometry of charged deployed capacitor permits to increase its lifting force ceteris paribus; for further experiments high voltage power sources with a wider range of voltages should be used.
The difference between the investigated above approach and the effect of Biefeld-Brown (Tajmar, 2004) should be noted: changing the power supply polarity during experiments did not lead to a change in the direction of the interaction forces; in the experiments were used deployed capacitors with identical electrodes.
However, to eliminate the influence of charged particles motion in the air, creating the BiefeldBrown effect on the lifting force, a series of control experiments should be carried out in vacuum.
